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Introduction  
 
Santa Clara County ARES/RACES organized a Radio Direction Finding Search and Locate Mini-
Drill on 29 July 2017.  The main purpose of the exercise was to provide a practical and “fun” field 
exercise for Radio Direction Finding (RDF).  The purpose of the event was to create a Search and 
Locate scenario that simulated transmitter with stuck Push-To-Talk (PTT). 
 
The event was conducted according the SCC MAC standards in a “mini-drill” format and may be 
credited as a County Drill attendance subject to participant adherence to the standards.  
 
This report covers the activities undertaken by responding participants during this event and the 
subsequent findings.  
 
ii. Type / Name / Location  
Event Type:   Mini-Drill  
Event Name:  Radio Direction Finding (RDF) Search and Locate Mini-Drill,  
Location:   Cuesta Park, Mountain View, CA 
 
iii. Description of Event / Drill / Exercise  
The following primary objectives were developed for this exercise: 

1. Provide scenario, facilities, and infrastructure to conduct a Mutual Assistance 
Communicator (MAC) “mini drill” event for Radio Direction Finding basics. 

2. Demonstrate “eyes and ears” communication in support of local Search and Locate efforts 
 
The following secondary objectives were developed for this exercise: 

3. Provide interesting and “fun” RDF locate exercises that are of practical use to Field 
Responders.  

4. Provide MAC evaluations for multiple N3 and F3, single S3, and optionally one or two N2.  
5. Provide information displays and handouts for any public interest. 
6. 100% complete and correct documentation turn-in at checkout. 

 
All objectives were in play, with the results as described. 
 
Event resources came from the following organizations:  

1. SCC ARES/RACES: Responsible for setting up and providing command staff for the ICP 
at the event. Five (5) command staff participated in the following roles: Incident 
Commander, Net Control Manager, Fox Manager, Field Evaluator, and PIO. The IC 



initiated PIO responsibility and later delegated to KZ6O.  The role of Safety Officer was not 
delegated and remained assigned to the IC. 

2. Two (2) participants from the SCC MAC program provided Net Control operator services 
for the Resource Net and Field Event Net.  One of the same participants was also 
responsible for Staging. 

3. Two (2) participants were working on their E3 Evaluator completion. 
4. One (1) staff took on the role of PIO.  
5. Fifteen (15) participants attended as Field Responders, all were pre-registered for the 

event on the SCC website. 
6. ICP communication equipment as well as tents, tables, chairs, generators, etc. came from 

K6FJC and KE6TIM.  A Resource Net station and a Field Net station were established. 
7. Hidden transmitters (aka “Foxes”) and supporting coordination came from N6MEF, 

KE6TIM, and K6FJC 
8. Radio Direction Finding demonstration and “borrow” gear came from: K6FJC, KK6VF, 

KE6TIM, and N6MEF. 
9. Forms, participant packets, ICS documentation, T-cards, staging, signs, and other logistic 

support came from K6FJC and K2LL. 
 
The ICP was established off a public parking lot at Cuesta Park.  The field portion of the drill was 
conducted in the majority of the park (excluding certain areas) and included “The Annex”. 
 
Event IPC Staff Summary: 
 
The following summarizes the staffed positions for the event.  The NCOs are listed for special 
mention as they worked the entire drill (they were the only NCO signups). 
 

Staff Position Name Call 
Incident Commander / initial PIO 
Safety / Event Planner Mark Laubach K6FJC 

Fox Manager Tim Howard  K6TIM 
Net Control Manager Kevin Smith KK6VF 
Field Evaluator Michael Fox N6MEF 
Staging / Net Control operator Neil Katin K2LL 
PIO Logan Zintsmaster KZ6O 
Evaluator Judy Halchin KK6EWQ 
Evaluator Don McKee KE6DM 
Net Control Operator  Scott Bordelon K6SLB 

 
 
Performance Against Objectives 
 
1. Provide scenario, facilities, and infrastructure to conduct a Mutual Assistance Communicator 

(MAC) “mini drill” event for Radio Direction Finding basics 
 
The venue selected was Cuesta Park in Mountain View (same venue as previous RDF mini-
drills).  The Recreation Department was contacted in May and forms and information on the drill 
were filed on 5/30/17.  In addition to the park General Use application, a multi-page document on 
the drill purpose as well as a description and photos of the Fox transmitters and concealment 
containers were provided with the intent of being useful for informing Police and Fire about the 
activity ahead of time. 



 
An Incident Comment Post (ICP) was established off a parking lot.  Net Control operators and 
equipment, staging, and a public information table were established.  The Resource Net was 
operated from the ICP for the event. 
 
2. Demonstrate eyes and ears coordination in support of local Search and Locate efforts 

 
Participants arrived, were processed through staging, were briefed and then dispatched into 
search and locate field teams.  Constant communication with Net Control was required.  Net 
Control was tracking “fox found” status as well as team position in the park.  A map with pins for 
each team was used to track location (suitable for viewing by a served agency) and an updated 
fox finding status log was used to demonstrate eyes and ears coordination. 
 
3. Provide interesting and fun RDF locate exercises that are of practical use to Field 

Responders.  
 
Three (3) Fox Transmitters were distributed and hidden in the park prior to the planned start of 
the IC briefing at 0900.  One (1) Fox Transmitter was reserved as “extra credit” and was turned 
on at approximately 10:30 and hidden in the backpack of the Fox Manager as they walked around 
the park. Each Fox transmitter was a Byonics Micro Fox. Each transmitter was programmed with 
a legal FCC ID, and different operational frequency on 2m, and different transmission behaviors 
from 100% carrier with ID and tone modulation through to an ID followed by un-modulated carrier 
with a 25% duty cycle (15 seconds out of 60).  An additional Byonics unit was used during the IC 
briefing and demonstration.  All items had attached 4” x 5.5” signage located in plain view (but 
printed on camouflaged background) that described the object as being used for a Ham Radio 
Drill, the “name” of the item, and the “code phrase” used to identify the item to Net Control, and 
the name and phone number of the IC. 
 
Teams were dispatched to the field at approximately 0930 and last team returned to Staging/ICP 
at approximately 1145. 
 
Based on the attendance five (5) field teams were organized after the IC briefing. Each team had 
RDF capability with at least one operator, as well as at least one operator for maintaining contact 
with Net Control.  The summary of teams finding the Fox transmitters items is: 
 

 RDF Located Items 
Team Fox 1 Fox 2 Fox 3 Fox 4 

1 Yes Yes Yes Yes 
2 Yes Yes1 Yes  
3 Yes Yes Yes Yes2 
4 Yes Yes Yes3  
5 Yes Yes Yes  

 
Based on feedback from the prior year to expand field time, this year offered no practical 
demonstrations of fox hunting equipment. Instead, an email message was sent out two weeks in 
advance with homework assignments to view YouTube videos on various techniques and 

                                                 
1 Team 2 logged finding Fox #2 on their ICS 309, but it is not indicated on the NC log: Found Item Summary. 
2 One member of Team 3 found Fox 4 after their team returned to staging but before signing out on the 211. 
3 Team 4 logged finding Fox #3 on their ICS 309, but it is not indicated on the NC log: Found Item Summary. 



equipment.  In addition, a useful opportunity of K6FJC speaking at the SVECS breakfast on the 
prior Saturday provided additional demonstration information as well as bringing in a few more 
participants to sign up for the event. 
 
4. Provide MAC evaluations for multiple N3 and F3, single S3, and optionally one or two N2.  
 
No N3 or S3 interested participants signed up for the event.  We did ask one of our staff to 
consider working on their N2 evaluation.  Two F3 participants had expressed prior interest.  A 
total of three MAC participants underwent evaluations.  We had three MAC evaluators present, 
one Evaluator Manager and two E3 evaluation candidates.  A total of 5 MAC participants were 
being evaluated at this mini-drill. 
 
5. Provide information displays and handouts for any public interest. 
 
Operating in a public park we anticipated higher than normal questions from the public regarding 
our activity. We had a few visitors to the ICP and the Public Information Table. Several groups of 
people approached one of more field teams in the park.  They came and visited the ICP.  We did 
as much talking and “ham radio” public interesting promoting as we could and provided handouts. 
 
6. 100% complete and correct documentation turn-in at checkout. 
 
After the 2016 RDF mini-drill, we observed better document review as part of the staging exit 
process is needed at every event.  That is, before participants sign out on the ICS 211.  This 
year, Logan KZ6O was our documentation checker for this event.  Due to the mixed MAC/MIT 
and non-MAC/MIT in our participants, not everyone came with knowledge of how to fill out an ICS 
214, etc.  In addition, we let some paperwork “drop”.  The summary is as follows: 
 

Item Registered / Signed in Arrived / Turned in 
Participants 22 234 
ICS 211 23 225 
ICS 214 23 24 total6 
ICS 309 team 5 5 
Signed Safety Briefing 22 187 

 
Additional: 
 
As an implicit objective, this event was conducted according to SCC MAC standards.  
Participants seeking drill credit were directed to participate in the mobilization and demobilization 
resource nets, fill out and turn in all required forms, follow procedures, equipment, and personal 
dress. 
 

                                                 
4 KZ6O was unsure of his attendance and did not sign up at the county website in advance.  He did arrive around ~10:00. 
5 One participant did not sign out on the ICS 211.  They did indicate leaving on their ICS 214 and did participate in the outgoing 

Travel Net.  The IC established post-event confirmation of safe arrival via voice mail and SMS mobile phone texting. 
6 One participant did not return an individual ICS 214 (KJ4D).  A few field teams turned in an ICS 214 for their team. 
7 K6FJC, N2LL, KZ6O (all staff) and WA6VAQ did not return signed Safety Briefings. 



iv. Chronological Summary of Event / Drill / Exercise  
 
All events took place on Saturday, 29 July 2017. All times listed here are in local time. This 
summary is a compilation of submitted ICS-214s, net control logs, and other logs.  
 
0600 K6FJC – Linked repeaters W6ASH/4, AA6BT, and N6NAC 
0600   KE6TIM arrived at Cuesta, begins net control tent setup 
0620 Continued ICP, PIO, and Net Control setup 
0715 Resource Net Control (mobilization) up and running from ICP 
 Note: staff in transit before the net was up self-announced 
0816 First participant arrives at Staging 
0905 Last participant arrives at Staging 
0910 IC briefing and demonstration commences 
0930 Field tactical net up and first team departs ICP 
1140 Resource Net Control (demobilization) up and running from ICP 
1145 Last team arrives back at ICP 
1200 ICP breakdown started 
1255 Last time out on ICS 211 
 
NOTE: W6ASH/4 (440 MHz), AA6BT, and N6NAC were linked from 0600 to ~0855, then linked 
again from ~1130 to 1255. 
 
v. Improvements, Conclusions, Recommendations:  
As applicable, include a description of actions taken, assignments, associated costs or budget, 
timetable for completion or correction, and follow-up responsibility. The following is a summary of 
the key Improvements, Conclusions, and Recommendations.  
 
What worked?  

• ICP setup went smoothly.  All was established well before first participant arrived.  No last 
minute ICP issues.  Minor issue on coordinating start time, KE6TIM arrived 30 minutes 
before anyone else.   Note to confirm event times to staff via email a day or two prior to the 
event date. 

• Adequate staff was available to cover staffing and net control operator needs. 
• Participant packets were prepared in advance.  T-cards were pre-printed with participants 

name, call sign, and MAC / MIT / HAM status.   Remaining items for penmanship: mobile 
phone number and MAC ratings (for MACs only).   The laser t-card stock was problematic 
for printing and separating at the perforations.  May want to consider labels in the future. 

• Every participant brought their identification vest. All but one was lime-yellow in color.  We 
gently reminded the older orange vest to get a lime-yellow vest.   

• Evaluations were favorable and indicated that the “mini drill” formatted worked well, and 
that more RDF exercises are desired.   Some feedback mentioned that the SVECS 
breakfast presentation was favorable for both demonstrating some equipment and 
promoting the event.  A couple responses for allowing a longer time and for “slow teams”. 

• The homework email sent out on July 14th (and then again for any participants that signed 
up after that date) seemed to work ok in place of the on-site equipment demonstration 
based on improvement suggestion from last year’s AAR. This allowed more available time 
for field team and a “reduced briefing time” was liked by at least one participant. 

• Using email for homework and preparation assignments seemed to work well for almost 
everyone.  We had some initial problems with the DNS PTR record for email6.scc-ares-
races.org due to a Comcast error that was found and fixed by N6MEF.  This caused at 



least participant to receive email into their junk/spam folder.  One participant initially 
responded with “what email?” when I asked a survey question during the briefing.  They 
then remember getting some email from me.  Will have to think up a way to verify 
reception and reading.  Otherwise, continue using email for next year’s preparation. 

• Feedback that the ½ day format mini-drill format continues to be good for this event and 
much more helpful than a full drill. 

• DSW “for the day” participation form again worked suitably. 
• Evaluations were performed: two F3 evaluations and one N2 evaluation, and two E3 

evaluations.  
• Pre-prepared IC briefing checklist worked again this year.  Note to balance content with 

what is in Safety Briefing and what can be sent via email to try to reduce briefing. 
• Mountain View Community department required a “General Use” form be filed so that they 

had a record of the event and notice would be sent to internal departments including Policy 
and Fire.  Same as last year, a several page addendum was included describing the event 
as well as a complete description and photos of the Fox transmitter details. The package 
was submitted to MTV Parks and Rec about 7 weeks before the event.  No feedback was 
received from MTV.  We had no visits from police or fire.   

• This year, each field team was asked to fill out an ICS 309.  All field teams returned a 309, 
but variability in the content.  Consider providing a field team task and forms informative 
handout for next year. 

• T-card instructions and procedures were improved over last year based and remedied the 
problem(s) noted in last year’s AAR. 

• Gaffer’s tape (and painter’s tape) was used to hold down the PIO display materials.  This 
worked suitably this year. 

• Received a comment that the “foxes weren’t trivial”.  [GOOD!!] Again this year, a good 
balance how we program the Byonics units as well as for placement in the park. 

• The event canopies setback improvement (last year’s AAR) of about 3 to 4 feet from the 
paved walk way (sidewalk) worked this year.  Maintain this for future drills. 

• The suggestion from last year of leaving the Demo Fox running at the known ICP location 
was done for this year.  Didn’t ask for feedback on whether this was useful.  Did receive 
one comment that a Yaesu radio was hearing the demo fox while tuning in the other foxes.  
Need to investigate this a little better for next year.  Perhaps using a 10-15mW fox is better 
than using the 300mW original hardware model, but may consider leaving as is to help 
make it all that more fun and challenging. 

• Simply said: having a VK3YNG MK4 sniffer and a tape measure yagi (preferred over hard 
element yagi) available for each team is the only way to go.  This worked quite well again 
this year.  Consider making up some extra tape measure yagi antennas. 

 
What didn’t work / needs improvement / suggestions for next RDF drill  

• Again several participants arrived at or just after 0900, pushing the briefing for a late start 
at 0910.  This was noted in last year’s AAR.   Despite giving noticed in a preparation email 
this still happened.  Need to find a way to better reminder people to be there on time! 

• We need to explain better on the use of how we want ICS 214s filled out to improve 
consistency.  In addition, some field teams started one for their team and some did not.  
We also had some participants that are neither MAC nor MIT status and are not 
accustomed to filling out a 214.  Need to consider providing clearer instructions on use and 
filing out of an ICS 214 for next year.  

• One evaluee duplicate logged their 213 messages on their individual 214 in addition to the 
team 309.  This can be added as a gentle reminder in our newer and better information 
and logging instructions for next year. 



• One of the field teams had initial issues maintaining contact with Net Control. We had to 
have the Fox Manager go out and locate them.  The problem was corrected.  Consider 
including lost contact with net control.  Maybe call the team on a cell phone number that 
was provided with the T-Card? 

• We had a few stuck mic problems during the first ½ hour after field teams were deployed.  
Consider adding stuck mic handing into the IC briefing.  Also consider giving instructions 
that people, when noticing a stuck mic, can DF the team with the problem.  This would 
require adding the primary and secondary tactical frequencies into the VK3YNG 
programming (if there are enough memory channels) and updating the cheat sheet cards. 

• We had an issue reported by several teams that two of the foxes had the same code 
phrase on their placards but the fox numbers were different.   The Fox Manager went back 
out and identified the problem and replaced a placard, but subsequently misplaced it.  I 
went and looked at my source files and everything is ok there. I must have introduced the 
problem when I prepared and laminated the placards for last year’s drill and it didn’t get 
used until this year.  Fox signs and placards should be reviewed before placing in the field. 

• Retained note from last year’s AAR: while this might be the case in real-world situations, 
(having signal mixing and intermodulation impairments) it might be interesting to do an 
inter-mod study prior to next RDF drill and select a frequency to make this intentional with 
one of the fox frequencies; e.g., we might use a additional fox that beats against Tac 1. 

 
vi. Planning and Event Documentation Archival:  
 
The SCC ARES RACES Drill Planning Yahoo website is used for archival: 
https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/scc-drill-planning/files 
 
In addition to all planning documentation, scans of all ICS 211, 309, NCO logs, participant ICS 
214 forms, T-cards, evaluation forms, 213 message forms, and signed safety briefings have been 
uploaded to the website. 
 
 
 

https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/scc-drill-planning/files
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